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Laser velocimetry measurements were taken in a double volute/single discharge centrifugal pump (0.60 specific speed, 1583
US units) with symmetrical volute halves. Blade-to-blade radial and tangential velocity profiles at the impeller exit are
presented and compared to data for a similar single volute pump. Flow rates ranged from 40% of design flow to the design
point. The blade-to-blade profiles were more uniform than for the single volute pump. Also, the average circumferential
variations for the double volute pump were more symmetric than for the single volute pump. For the double volute geometry
measurements indicate that radial inward flow (recirculation) was only present for flow rates below 60% of design flow,
compared to 80% of design flow for the single volute pump. Velocity data was also used to determine volute losses, slip
factor, and momentum contributions to the impeller radial forces. Volute losses were quantified and shown to increase for
flow rates below 80% of design flow and were approximately 10% of the developed head at 40% flow. The efficiency in
the double volute compared to the single volute shows decreased performance for flows above 55% of design flow, which
is attributed to increased boundary layer friction; at low flow rates increased performance is ascribed to better control over
the recirculation regions. Slip factors were symmetric around the volute but were lower than for a single volute pump.
Finally, momentum contributions to the total impeller radial load were shown to be maximum at the design point,
contributing 40% of the force developed by the pressure distribution; the significance diminished at lower flow rates and
the contribution was negligible at 40% of the design flow.
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he reliability of centrifugal pumps is often coupled
to reducing shaft deflections. Hydraulic forces on a

pump impeller cause the shaft to deflect creating exces-
sive metallic contact between it and wearing rings and
bearings, and hence induce wear and leakage. Increased
deflections yield additional fatigue which have been
known to cause shaft failure.

This hydraulic force arises from non-symmetries in
the flow field due to non-uniformity in both the static
pressure and exit velocity distribution around the impel-

ler discharge. Hydraulic forces .are minimum when
operating at design conditions although they may in-
crease by several orders of magnitude at off-design flow.
Pumps, even though intended to operate at design con-
ditions, invariably function at low flow rates since this
range covers start-up and shut-down. Furthermore, op-
eration at low flow rates may represent continuous
operation for many machines that are required to yield
higher discharge pressures or lower flow rates than
originally intended. A number of researchers have exam-
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ined impeller forces as reviewed by de Ojeda et al.
(1992). For example, Guinzburg et al. (1992), Adkins
and Brennen (1988), Jery et al. (1985), and Ohashi et al.
(1981) all directly measured the radial thrust loads on
impellers.
A few papers have concentrated on double volute

pumps. Such a configuration typically decreases the
hydraulic force upon the impeller by creating a more
symmetric flow field in the volute. However, the in-
creased surface area typically reduces pump performance
because of the increased shear loss in the added bound-
ary layers. Thus, for a double volute pump design the
trade-off is improved reliability (because of lower
thrusts) in exchange for minor drops in efficiency and
performance head.
Howard et al. (1987) measured pressures and used

flow visualization in three laboratory pumps. One was a
single volute and the others were double volute/single
discharge. They noted the effects of volute geometry on
both local pressure fields in the impeller and volute.
Pressures were strongly dependent on the circumferential
position. Kanki et al. (1981) used pressure sensors on
two impellers in a double volute/single discharge pump.
They measured static and fluctuating pressures for con-
centric and eccentric impellers. At 100% of design flow
they measured a nearly uniform pressure distribution in
the volute. At 17% flow (or 17% capacity) very low
pressures at the tongues were seen. They. also directly
measured forces using an overhung rotor with strain
gages mounted to the shaft. Agostinelli et al. (1960)
tested 16 different pumps with different specific speeds.
Single and double volute/single discharge pumps were
tested. Calibrated strain gages on the bearing housing
were used to measure two components of force. Results
are presented for flow rates from 0 to 170% of design
conditions. The thrust proportionality factor originally
proposed by Stepanoff as a function of capacity was
revised by the authors to also be a function of specific
speed.
The double volute pump, which is examined here, was

earlier tested as a single volute/single discharge unit by
Hamkins and Flack (1987), Beaudoin et al. (1992), and
others. De Ojeda et al. (1992) modified this pump to
operate as a double volute/single discharge pump. The
pressure measurements around the impeller periphery
and along the casing wall were documented for the pump
assembled with a single volute and with two versions of
a double volute. One version had a splitter located
mid-way between the impeller and volute case. The
second version had a log spiral splitter that matched the
volute shape; for this geometry the two passages around
the impeller were identical. These measurements yielded

the pressure component of the radial thrust on the
impeller. The second double volute version demonstrated
the lowest pressure induced radial thrust on the impeller;
at low flow rates the impeller force was less than half of
the thrust for the first version.

In the current paper velocity data from non-intrusive
laser velocimetry around the impeller periphery are
documented. The velocity data is used to indicate the
basic internal flow differences between the double volute
pump and a single volute pump. These velocities are also
used to calculate the momentum flux component of the
radial thrust. Only the log spiral splitter version of the
double volute pump is studied herein. In addition to
calculating the total radial thrust upon the impeller, the
pressure and velocity data are used to examine the effect
of the double volute on pump performance. Impeller slip
factors and losses in the volute are also reported.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Pump and Flow Loop

The pump used for this study is documented in Hamkins
and Flack (1987), Miner et al. (1989), and de Ojeda et al.
(1992). The impeller passage width, b, and peripheral
diameter, D, are 24.6 and 203.2 mm, respectively. The
running speed, o, for the pump is 620 RPM. The design
point of the pump is 6.3 g/s at 22.2 kPa total head. The
design point is based on an estimate of the impeller-
volute matching point, the condition which causes the
average angular momentum of the flow at the impeller
exit to equal the average angular momentum in the throat
of the volute. The impeller tip velocity, u2, which is used
to nondimensionalize the measured velocities is 6.60
m/s. The dimensionless specific speed, toQ5/(gH)75,
of the pump is 0.60 (1583 US units) corresponding to a
dimensionless design flow coefficient, Q/(27rr2bu2), of
0.061. The Reynolds number, cr2r2/v, at design condi-
tions is 4.0 l04, where Cr2 is calculated to be the
average radial velocity at the impeller discharge calcu-
lated from the design flow rate and the discharge area,
Q/(2"rrr2b). Figures and 2 depict the impeller and volute
geometry. The four bladed impeller, the volute, and
splitter all have logarithmic spiral shapes with 16 83
and 83 angles, respectively. Window locations for the
laser velocimetry measurements are also shown in Fig. 2.
The pump is constructed of Plexiglas and the casing wall
is 5.08 cm thick. Thickness at the windows is reduced to
0.95 cm to facilitate the use of laser velocimetry.
The flow loop is shown in Fig. 3. This is a closed loop

system fed from a 2000 liter reservoir tank. The flow
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straightener in the 76.2 mm diameter pipe upstream of
the pump inlet provides a swirl free inlet flow to the
pump. Static pressure taps are located 5 pipe diameters
upstream of the impeller inlet and just beyond window
11 in the discharge. Yaw probe traverses in the inlet pipe
indicated that the flow was swirl free three diameters
upstream at shut off conditions. The second flow straight-
ener, 9 pipe diameters upstream of the orifice meter,
conditions the flow for the orifice plate. The globe valve
is used to adjust, the flow.
The head-capacity curves for the pump assembled

with the single volute/single discharge and double sym-
metric volute/single discharge configurations are shown
in Fig. 4. The variation of pump efficiencies are also
shown. The efficiency was calculated using Euler’s
theoretical head assuming no pre-rotation in the fluid,
which was documented in earlier tests. These are used to
compare the hydraulic operation of the configurations
tested, not to document the total efficiency of the pumps.
The maximum efficiency in the double volute configu-
ration was 67% at" 3.47 f/s (55% of design flow). The
single volute configuration exhibited a peak of 69% at
4.85 f/s (77% flow).

Laser Velocimeter

The laser and optics for this system are shown in Fig. 5.
These are mounted on a three directional traveling
mechanism which allows easy and accurate positioning
of the probe volume in the x, y, and z directions. The

system is 3-beam frequency shifted, operated in the
forward scatter mode. An Argon-ion laser operating at
514.9 nm and 0.50 W was the light source. The Bragg
cell performs the dual functions of beam separation and
frequency shifting.
The frequency of light scattered from the probe

volume by naturally occurring particles in the water (3
m diameter) is measured by two 5/8 count burst type
signal processors. For coincidence of the two compo-
nents of velocity, a valid signal was required from both
processors within 2ts. The impeller angular position is
recorded with a gray code shaft encoder which divides
each revolution into 256 sectors or "bins". Thus, each
blade passage consists of 64 bins. The two velocity
signals and the shaft position are recorded onto a
dedicated microcomputer. Data rates were typically 50
Hz. "Velocity bias correction" was not required as
discussed by Flack (1982) because turbulence intensities
were typically below 10%.

Procedure

Velocities were recorded around the impeller discharge,
midway between the hub and shroud, at angles of 0, 45,
135 180 225 270 and 315 corresponding to
windows 1, and 3 through 8, respectively, in Fig. 2.
Measurements were taken at design flow, and at 80%,
60% and 40% of design flow. At window 2 the suction
pipe interfered with the collecting optics and no mea-
surements were taken.
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FIGURE 2 Volute and Window Locations

A typical test has 2500 data points which corresponds
approximately to 10 data points for each of the 256 shaft

angle bins. Data recorded in all four blade passages are
averaged together to give passage averaged results and
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these are presented in this paper. This passage averaging
is possible because of the four fold symmetry of the
impeller, which results in an average passage with 64
bins and typically 40 samples per bin.

The following section shows measurements of nondi-
mensionalized blade-to-blade velocity profiles, obtained
as the blades rotate past the fixed probe volume location.
These include radial (Cr) and relative tangential (w0)
velocities. The direction of the relative tangential veloc-
ity is positive when it follows the curvature of the blade,
namely it is positive in the direction opposite of rotation.
Figure 6 shows a representative sample of such profiles;
these particular data were taken in window 6 at 60%

30
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FIGURE 4 Pump Head-Capacity Curve
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FIGURE 5 Laser Velocimetry Set-up
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design flow, The velocities measured at individual bins in
the blade passage are depicted as raw data. A fourth order
sine series least square fit with nine parameters was then
fitted to the raw data. Data for other windows and flow
rates showed similar scatter as in Fig. 6. Thus, for the
sake of both brevity and clarity, for the results presented
in the next section other raw data profiles are not
presented; only the least square fits are presented to
represent the velocity profiles.
The uncertainty in probe volume position is 0.5 mm

radially, mm axially, and 0.30 in the angular, position
(0). The uncertainty in the angular orientation of the
probe volume fringes with respect to the reference axes
is 0.85 The latter uncertainty dominates the flow
direction uncertainty. Due to processor electronics, the
20:1 odds uncertainty in the nondimensionalized radial
velocity component (Cr/U2) is 0.003 and the typical
uncertainty in the nondimensionalized tangential veloc-
ity component (w0/u2) is 0.003. Flack (1995) has shown
that the uncertainty of a curve fit to coherent data points
is significantly smaller than that of individual data points
because number of data samples is increased. Thus, due
to all uncertainties (curve fit, number of samples, beam
angles, fringe orientation, and processor) the typical
uncertainties in the curve fits to the nondimensionalized
radial and tangential velocity components are both 0.009.
These velocity uncertainties do not include the effect of
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tions became negligible for values of r/r2 greater than
1.125.

RESULTS

Blade-to-Blade Velocity Measurements

Relative tangential velocity and radial velocity profiles
for window at the flow rates tested are shown in Fig.
7. Results are presented at a radius r/r2 1.06, represent-
ing the impeller discharge. These are suction side (SS) to
pressure side (PS) blade-to-blade profiles. The most
uniform radial velocity profile was that at design flow. At
80% of design flow Cr decreased from the suction surface
to mid-span in the passage and was nearly identical to the
profile at the design point in the remaining portion of the
passage. For 60% and 40% flows, c was largest in the
core region and smallest near the blades; the peak was
displaced toward the suction surface for the lower flow
rates. Profiles of relative tangential velocity w0, with
exception of 40% flow, decreased with reduced flow rate,
and individual profiles displayed higher velocities to-
ward the blades relative to the core. At 40% design flow,
w0 showed a small relative maximum in the core region.

positional uncertainty in the presence of velocity gradi-
ents. The position of the probe volume is uncertain,
particularly in the axial direction. Since spatial velocity
gradients are present, a misplaced probe volume will
measure the incorrect velocity. This spatial uncertainty
results in a total curve fit uncertainty of 0.015 for the
nondimensionalized radial velocity and 0.015 the nondi-
mensionalized tangential component.

Results presented herein are based on measurements
midway between the hub and shroud impeller faces.
However, tests were previously documented by Miner et
al. [1989] for the spanwise variation on the velocity
profiles. Tests were performed at several positions within
the impeller and in the volute. These measurements
spanned the distance between the hub and shroud faces.
The radial velocity profiles were on occasion nonsym-
metrical in the spanwise direction; the tangential com-
ponents on the other hand were uniform. Near the
impeller inlet the radial profiles were skewed towards the
hub side due to the 90 inlet turning of the flow.
However, near the impeller exit the flow became much
more symmetric and uniform. Namely, for design flow at
r/r2 0.62, 0.80 and 0.97, the maximum variation in
Cr/U2 was 0.20, 0.13, and 0.06 respectively. The varia-
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Measurements in window 3 exhibited uniformity in all 1.0
Cr profiles as illustrated in Fig. 8. The averaged magni-
tude of these profiles consistently decreased with de-
creasing flow rates; at design flow, 80% and 60% of N 0.8Odesign flow, profiles were nearly identical from mid-span N
to pressure surface. Profiles of w0 decreased with de-
creasing flow rate, although toward the blade surfaces, 1
profiles for 40% flow were higher than the profile at M 0.6

E
design conditions. In general, as with window 1, these N
exhibited higher magnitudes toward the blade surfaces S

relative to the core passage. O 0.4
NVelocities measured in window 4 show the presence of A

the cutwater. Namely, profiles of c (Fig. 9) depict L

negative (inward) radial flow in the mid-span of the V 0.2
blade passage. At 60% of design flow, 40% of the E

L
passage experienced recirculation; at 40% of design flow O
recirculation was more severe encompassing 80% of the C

0.0
Tpassage. The cutwater also affected profiles of w0. y

Ideally, if the relative flow angle of the flow remains
approximately constant, as the flow rate is decreased, the

-0.2
absolute tangential velocity increases and the relative
tangential velocity decreases. Near the cutwater the
relative tangential component decreases from 100% to
80% capacity (as expected), however, does. not decrease
further as the flow rate is decreased (Fig. 9). The
expected decrease was observed at other windows.
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FIGURE 9 Velocity Profiles w and Cr, Window 4
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Figure 10 shows profiles of c and w0 in window 5.
The c profile at design flow exhibited greatest unifor-
mity. Other profiles decreased in magnitude at reduced
flow rates. At 80% of design flow, the decrease was

prevalent in the core region; at 60% of design flow, the
decrease expanded to the suction side. At 40% design
flow, Cr was highly non-uniform with a peak one-third
between the SS and PS and a minimum at the suction
surface where a very small recirculation zone is seen. A
similar profile was observed in window for 40% and
60% of design flow; the two windows are on opposite
sides of the volute.

Profiles of w0 at design flow,. 80% and 60% of design
flow displayed maximum values toward the blade sur-
faces and minimums in the core region. The minimum
value in the 60% profile was shifted toward the suction
surface identically to its counterpart in window 1. The
40% profile showed a minimum toward the suction
surface in contrast to the opposing profile in window 1,
where it exhibited a small relative maximum value in the
core.

Profiles of Cr and w0 for window 6 are shown in Fig.
11. For cr the uniformity shown at the design point was
lost as the flow rate was reduced, due to successive
decreases in the core velocity. The loss of uniformity was
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uniform, although the velocities at 80% flow were lower
than at the design point. A large minimum is shown for
lower flow rates; recirculation regions encompass 45%
and 80% of the blade passage for 60% and 40% of design
flows, respectively. The w0 profiles at 80% and 60% of
design flow were nearly identical for the entire passage.
The profile recorded at 40% flow was nearly identical to
these for the suction surface to mid-span region, but
exhibited a lower magnitude from mid-span to the
pressure surface. All three profiles were nearly identical
throughout the blade passage in window 4.
The magnitude of the reversed flow at the cutwaters

was significant. For example, the maximum non-dimen-
sionalized radial inflow velocity was -0.052 and -0.049
for windows 4 and 8, respectively; these occurred at 40%
of design flow. Also, the average inflow velocity was
found for each window by averaging only the negative
radial velocity component. This non-dimensionalized
radial inflow velocity was -0.036 and -0.029 for windows
4 and 8, respectively (again at 40% flow).

Velocity Trends Compared to Single Volute

The preceding section documented radial and tangential
velocity profiles measured at circumferential positions

accentuated through the rising velocities toward the
suction surface. Recirculation was incipient at 60% of
design flow, and occupied a fifth of the passage at 40%
flow. This is the only instance where recirculation was
recorded for flows other than in the proximity of the
cutwatrs. Profiles of w0, also illustrated in Fig. 11,
showed greater uniformity at and near the design point
than for other windows. Profiles consistently showed
relative minimums toward the suction surface and rela-
tive maximums toward the pressure surface.

Radial velocity profiles measured in window 7 (Fig.
12). displayed great uniformity for all flow rates and
considerable similarity to those of window 3, which was
located opposite to it. These decreased consistently with
reduced flow rates. Again, at 40% capacity a very small
recirculation zone is seen near at the suction surface.
Profiles of w0 also followed the general trends recorded
in window 3. Velocities were higher near the blades and
showed a minimum in the core region. In window 7 the
design condition was an exception; it experienced a
relative maximum in the mid-section of the passage.
The effects of the tongue on the measurements per-

formed in window 8 were similar to those observed
earlier in window 4. Figure 13 shows the radial velocity
profile at both design flow and 80% flow to be most
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around the impeller discharge. Several trends were iden- 1.0
tiffed and the significance may be better appreciated
when compared to earlier results presented by Miner et

N
al. (1989) in the same pump assembled as a single volute O 0.8
pump. In this previous study, measurements were made N

at radial locations of 97% and 103% of the impeller exit 1
radius. Over this 6% range the shape of the blade to blade M

E 0.6
profiles for a particular window did not change signifi-

N
cantly. In addition, changes in the average radial and S
tangential velocities over this same range we.re small, O
and could be attributed to the change in area associated N 0.4

with the change in radius. In general for measurement A
L

locations within the radius of the cutwater, significant
changes in the blade to blade profiles for a particular 0.2

Lwindow were not present. However, when comparing O
blade to blade profiles for different windows around the C
impeller exit, these authors did show the flow to be T
circumferentially asymmetric even at design fl0w. Fur- Y
thermore, for this particular pump the cutwater is 6.3%
greater than the discharge radius. Therefore, measure-

-0.2
ments at 6% greater than the discharge radius are still
within the radius of the cutwater and should closely
represent the velocities at the impeller periphery. For the
current geometry, the symmetric volute region increases
the symmetry of the flow considerably. The opposing
windows showed a commanding similarity for respective
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operating flow rates; these have been indicated in the
preceding section. Furthermore, an increased uniformity
in the blade-to-blade profiles was achieved throughout
the range of flows tested, as compared to the single
volute configuration.
A specific manifestation of this uniformity was appre-

ciated in the reduction of recirculating regions (with
exception of the cutwater regions). Significant recircula-
tion was only observed in window 6 mid-way in the
passage, and even in this window it was limited to a
small region. In this same window, at 40% of design
flow, Miner et al. (1989) measured outward radial flow
along the pressure surface and inward radial flow along
the suction surface in the impeller. Recirculation at the
cutwater was restricted to 60% and 40% design flows
and took place in the core Of blade passage, covering the
largest region at the lowest flow rate. Neither cutwater
experienced this phenomena at higher flow rates. On the
contrary, Miner et al. showed the single volute configu-
ration displayed incipient recirculation for two thirds of
the blade passage at the design point.

Here, and in those of Miner et al., profiles for varying
operating flow rates displayed greater sensitivity toward
the suction side than the pressure side; the profiles
exhibited greater disparity from one another near the
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suction surfaces, while they tended to be more identical
near the pressure surface.

Time Averaged Impeller Exit Velocities

Time averaged radial and tangential velocities were
calculated by averaging velocity profiles across the blade
passage for each window. That is,

64 Cr"C---- n_l - (I)

64 CO
co ?l 6- (2)

DV 40% 0
60%(\ o o o-O

Lv,,OoOo: :/\ .
\\ o/ , ,o/

0.4

0.3

0.3

64 WO
w0 =_, 64 (3)

0.6

The total absolute velocity, time averaged over the blade
passage, was found from, 0.5

c=’/()2+()2 (4)

For the velocities measured here, the above time aver-
aged values matched within one percent those otherwise
calculated from,

,0.3

0.3

0.1

0.0

DV 40%
60%

8O%
1007,

SV 100%
64

64 Cn" n=l[Cr2nq-C02n]
C2--E ’- 64n=l

(5)

()2C2 (6)

that is,

Average radial velocities, 2r, and total velocities, e, are
shown in Fig. 14 for the double volute configuration at
operating flow rates ranging from design flow to 40% of
design flow. As indicated earlier, velocities were not
measured in window 2; however, for further data analysis
(calculation of forces, etc.) velocities at 90 from the
tongue, were interpolated from neighboring velocities.
The profile at design flow for the single volute configu-
ration is also shown.

In the double volute configuration 2 profiles around
the impeller are comprised of two similar segments
corresponding to each volute half. The difference at

opposing locations is small: at design flow, the maximum
difference is 6% between windows and 5; at 40% of
design flow, the maximum difference is 10% between
these same windows.
The G velocity profiles at design flow and 80% of

design flow are remarkably uniform around the impeller.

0 I00 200 300 400

CIRCUMFERENTIAL POSITION (deg)

FIGURE 14 Time Averaged c c and p at the Impeller Exit (r/r
1.06)

The maximum deviation from the mean (calculated from
the arithmetic mean of the time averaged radial velocities
around the impeller) is 13% and 10% for design flow and
80% of design flow, respectively. The deviation for the
single volute configuration at design flow was 54%.

Both the and r profiles contribute to the momentum
component of force, as well as, to pressure changes,
which in tum affect the pressure component of force. The
total velocity in the first half (45 to 180 decreases
slowly towards the splitter cutwater leading edge, at
which point it decreases rapidly. After the cut water
(180 to 225), the velocity rapidly increases, usually
more than it decreased across the cutwater. Around the
second half (225 to 360), the velocity decreases more
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linearly to the primary pump tongue. The single volute
geometry at 100% flow showed a decrease in total
velocity only near the tongue. However, the single volute
geometry did show a steeper increase than decrease in
the direct vicinity of the tongue as also seen in the
vicinity of the cutwaters for the double volute configu-
ration.

Non-dimensional static pressures around the impeller
discharge are also shown in Fig. 14 for both double
volute and single volute configurations. The. opposing
trends of pressure from those of velocity would be
expected from the Bernoulli model despite its limitations
in such a flow. The local static pressure increases
preceding the pump tongue and splitter cutwater and
decreases behind the obstructions. Figure 14 shows the
non-dimensional pressure drop across the splitter cutwa-
ter (180 to 225) to be 0.042 and independent of flow
rate for 60%, 80% and 100% of design flow. The
pressure drop increases to 0.053 for 40% of design flow.
Such consistency is not observed at the primary tongue.
Here the pressure drop from 0 to 45 increases in an
approximately linear sequence: 0.034, 0.075, and 0.113
for 80%, 60% and 40% of design flow, respectively.

Mass Flow Rate

The flow rates were also calculated by integrating the
time averaged radial velocity profile around the impeller
and compared to the directly measured (orifice meter)
flow rate. Because of the non-uniformity in the profile
near the cutwaters, and because only eight points are
present around the impeller, two mass flow distributions
were considered. First, the flow was assumed to be
uniform over eight equal sized sectors (defined as Dis-
tribution 1). Second, experimental investigations, such as
those performed by Brownell and Flack (1984) and
Miner et al. (1989), are indicative of narrower regions of
recirculation in the proximity of the tongue. Because the
influence of the cutwaters is localized and less than 1/8 of
the exit flow area is affected, each of the sectors near the
cutwaters were considered to encompass only 1/16 of the
area, which is consistent with the observations of
Brownell and Flack and Miner et al., while ’the adjacent
sectors were considered as 5/32 of the area (Distribution
2). The two distributions are depicted in Fig. 15.
The integrated results of the two distributions are

shown in Fig. 15. The associated uncertainties inherent in
the flowmeter, which increase with reduced flow rates,
and in the integration calculation are included in the
figures. For the integrated velocity profile the uncertainty
is +0.28 /s based on the uncertainty of velocities and the
uncertainty that the radial velocity is uniformly distrib-
uted over the sectors, are included in the figure. The three

.<

.<

.<

DSTR #1

DSTR

METER

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

NOMINAL CAPACITY (L/S)

FIGURE 15 Calculated Capacity Based Upon c measurements.

flOW rates match within the experimental uncertainty.

Momentum Thrust

The radial thrust on the impeller due to the non-uniform
discharge velocity from the impeller was calculated
using the time averaged total and radial velocities shown
in Fig. 14. The force vector was calculated from,__

--)--’-- E li Ci Z P Ai Cr ci (7)
i=l i=l

where designates windows through 8, A is the area
around individual measurement locations upon which the
time averaged velocities (t and tr) are considered uni-
form, and n is the normal vector to Ai; for this calcula-
tion the sectors are considered to be equal sized. The
radial thrust due to non-uniform pressure distribution
was measured earlier by de Ojeda et el. (1992). These
forces are reproduced in Fig. 16. The non-dimensional
magnitude of the pressure forces (F/2Hrzt) are shown for
the single volute and double volute configurations at

varying flow rates. For reference, the non-dimensional
radial thrust from the correlation of Stepanoff (1957) is
also presented.
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FIGURE 16 Pressure Forces Developed in a Single and Double
Volute Pump Configurations

The resulting momentum induced non-dimensional
magnitude and orientation of the radial thrust for the
double volute configuration are shown in Fig. 17 for
flow rates from 40% to 100% of design flow. Also shown
are the magnitude and orientation relative to the horizon-
tal direction (Fig. 2) of the total force obtained by
vectorially combining the pressure and momentum con-
tributions. This figure also depicts the momentum in-
duced radial thrust developed by the single volute
configurations calculated based on data from Miner et al.
(1989) for the design point, z50
The contribution ofthe DV nondimensional momentum

force is maximum at design flow (0.0251) and at an
orientation of 175. For this flow rate the nondimensional
total force is 0.0624 at 232. For flow rates below the

200design point the momentum contribution decreases. At ,
40% of design flow, the nondimensional momentum z
force is calculated to be 0.0018 at 183, and is considered
negligible compared with the nondimensional total force ’zof 0.1112 at 113. The nondimensional momentum force

xs0
calculated in the single volute configuration at design o
flow is 0.023 at 162, which is very similar in magnitude
and direction to that for the double volute pump.
Even though the momentum flux contribution to the

force is greatest at the design condition, because of the
pressure induced contribution, the overall largest forces
are developed at the lower flow rates. For example, at
60% design flow and lower, the pressure forces are
largest, whereas the momentum forces become negli-

gible. Fig. 16 shows the effectiveness of the double
volute in reducing the radial thrust due to non-uniform
pressure distributions. At 20% design flow the double
volute exhibits over 50% reduction in radial thrust over
the single volute pump configuration.

Losses in the Volute

Local head at a particular location around the impeller
exit is found from pressure and velocity measurements at
different locations around the impeller exit. The average
head around the impeller is calculated from the sum of
local heads weighted by their respective time averaged
radial velocity and area. Total developed head on the
contrary is calculated from pressure and velocity mea-
surements at the discharge flange. By comparing the
average of the local head around the impeller to the total

V Momentum DV
0 Total DV
Momentum SV
Total SV

100
20 40 60 80 100 120

PERCENT CAPACITY

0.15

O.lO

0.05

0.00

FIGURE 17 Magnitude and Orientation of the Momentum and Total
Thrust
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developed head at the discharge flange one can calculate
the losses in the volute originating from mixing and
friction. Namely,

AHloss
.Zrh Hi
1=1

HD i=lE VDAD ’ri Hi-HD (8)
30

Due to the lossesin the volute the total developed head
will be lower than the average of the local head at the
discharge. The two mass flow distributions discussed
earlier were considered to find the average head at the
impeller exit. Average local and total developed head in
the double volute are shown in Fig. 18.
The first distribution (equally divided sectors) fails to

represent adequately the losses in the volute for low flow
rates; for flow rates below 80% design flow the loss is
negative, a physically unattainable phenomena. The
second distribution shows a realistic scenario with in-
creasing losses for reduced flow rates. The loss based on
the second distribution is consistent with the earlier
discussion toward maintaining that the area of recircula-
tion is limited to the vicinity of the tongues. Both
distributions indicate realistic losses for the design con-
dition. Also, both distributions indicate minimal volute
losses for 80% design flow. For both 80% and 100%
design flow the mass flow rates agreed within 1% for the
two distributions. For lower flow rates, since the two
distributions lead to significantly different mass flow
rates and losses, one must conclude that more details of
the flow are needed near the cutwaters before dependable
volute loss models can be presented. Although four of the
data points in Fig. 18 are considered undependable and
indicated as so, they are included in this paper to
document the results for the two distributions and to
indicate the sensitivity to the chosen distributions.
The losses represented in Fig. 18 for the double volute

(mass flow distribution #2) and single volute have been
quantified in Table 1. The percentage losses have been
calculated for a given capacity by dividing the difference
between the corresponding total head and averaged head
around the impeller by the averaged head around the
impeller. The causes and relative importance of these
losses are considered in the Discussion section.

2O

Slip Factor

The slip factor for the double volute configuration was
calculated for flow rates ranging from 40% of design
flow to design flow at the impeller discharge (r/r2 1.06).
The theoretical absolute tangential component of veloc-

DV @ DISCHARGE
v* o DV IMP DSTR #1

"’,, v DV IMP DSTR #2
",, SV @ DISCHARGE

", rn S IMP EXIT
x7* Insufficient

". Data Resolution

\

2 3 4 5 6 7

CAPACITY (L/s)
FIGURE 18 Local and Total Developed Head

Z
65
60 r

ity is calculated from the time averaged radial measure-
ments of velocity across the blade passage similar to that
done by Miner et al. (1989) from Busemann (1928):

Ztb Q
cot/3 + coho= 2wrsin/3 2wrbu -fi- (9)

The values of slip factor are shown in Fig. 19 for
windows through 4, and 5 through 8, corresponding to
first and second volute halves. They are relatively small
because of the strong influence of the volute upon the
flow at the impeller discharge. For the design condition
the double volute configuration exhibits slip factors
ranging approximately from 0.64 to 0.72 around the
impeller. The values of slip factor are relatively constant
with varying flow rates at any window location around
the impeller discharge with exception of windows 4 and
8. The severe recirculation at these locations causes a

drop in slip factor at low flow rates.
Figure 19 also displays a general trend of decreasing

slip factor when traversing from one cutwater to the next,
the decrease being more pronounced when reaching the
cutwater, particularly at lower flow rates. This is also
seen in Fig. 20, where slip factor values calculated from
data by Miner et al. (1989) for the single volute pump are
also shown. In general the values of slip factor are higher
for the single volute except at the cutwater located in
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window 8. For the double volute and single volute the
average slip factors were 0.67 and 0.68, respectively.
Values for the slip factor based on the research of
Busemann (1928) and Wiesner (1967) for this pump
geometry are 0.76 and 0.80, respectively. Miner et al.
(1989) calculated the slip factor for the single volute
geometry using an average radial velocity, Cr (averaged
circumferentially and axially), in place of Q/2"rrrb. The
value of slip factor using this method was within 5% of
the value reported in this paper. Miner et al. also reported
axial variations in w0 of less than 5% and axial variations
of co less than 2%; thus, the axial variation in velocity
does not account for the current deviations from the
predictions of Busemann and Wiesner.

Discussion

The losses incurred in overall pump performance by
introducing a splitter in the discharge channel are appar-
ent when considering the increased loss of efficiency as
compared to the single volute pump (Fig. 4). However,
the head-capacity curve showed that additional losses
were not manifested throughout the range of operation
but only for flows over 55% of design flow. For flow

TABLE
Volute Losses in Two Pump Configurations

DV- 100% DV-80% DV-60% DV-40% SV-100%

0.28 1.22 2.69 1.67Losses (KPa) 0.62
Percent losses
based on
discharge 2.98% 1.21% 4.65% 10.22% 7.14%

rates larger than 80% of design flow, the decrease in total
head averaged 8%; for flow rates below 40% of design
flow, the increase performance averaged 3%. The reason
for this phenomena may be understood in light of two
contributing factors to efficiency.

Friction contributes to an increased loss of perfor-
mance in the double volute configuration rising from the
increased boundary layer area introduced by the splitter.
Friction losses predominate at high flows, near the design
point, where other losses, such as those caused by mixing
are considered small given the favorable matching of the
flow at the impeller exit with the volute flow. This is
supported by the uniform velocity profiles near the
design point.

In the case of a pump, velocities in the discharge
channel decrease with lower capacities. In this region
friction decreases with reduced velocities. Because of the
impelling action of the blades, fluid will always be
transported to and from the impeller. Friction losses will
always be present and although they will decrease with
decreased flow rates, for the purpose of this discussion,
they are considered constant.

Mixing losses account for the remaining contribution
toward loss of efficiency. These losses predominate at
low flows were the matching of impeller and volute
flows is weakened. If one considers friction losses to
remain constant, Fig. 18 shows mixing losses increase
rapidly for reduced flow rates.
The representation of the average head at the impeller

exit and total head curves yield therefore the following
qualities: (a) The reduced magnitude of the total head
curve for the double volute configuration for high flows
(over 55% of design flow) is a result of additional
friction from the boundary layers; (b) The increased
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magnitude of the total head curve for the double volute
configuration for low flows (under 55% of design flow)
is a result of better control over recirculation.

Evidence toward the reduction of recirculation regions
was demonstrated; recirculation was documented as
restricted to the tongue areas for 60% design flow and
lower in the double volute configuration. On the contrary,
measurements by Miner et al. (1989) showed incipient
recirculation in the single volute at design flow in the
proximity of the tongue, and extensive recirculation for
40% design flow at window 6.

The double volute pump configuration therefore ex-
hibits an increase and decrease of hydraulic efficiency for
low and high ranges of flow, respectively, when com-
pared to the single volute configuration. Most signifi-
cantly, however, this quality is accompanied by impor-
tant reductions of radial thrust, ranging from 50 to 70
percent as documented in the results presented here.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper velocity data obtained with laser velocim-
etry is presented for a double volute centrifugal pump.
The velocity data complements previously obtained pres-
sure data for the same pump. The velocity data also
complements previously obtained velocity data for a
single volute version of the same pump. The differences
of the internal flow fields between the two pump types
were determined. Also, the data was used to evaluate the
momentum induced radial thrust; volute losses, and slip
factor. Specific conclusions are:

1. Both the time averaged velocities and the blade-to-
blade velocity profiles were symmetric around the
impeller periphery. Such symmetry was not en-
countered with the pump assembled as a single volute
pump. Previous pressure measurements around the
impeller also demonstrated improved symmetry as
compared to a single volute pump.

2. The double volute also yielded increased uniformity
in individual blade-to-blade profiles. A specific
manifestation of the increased uniformity is shown by
reduced recirculation. Recirculation was restricted to
regions in the vicinity of the cutwaters for flow rates
60% of design flow and lower. For the single volute
pump the recirculation also occurred at higher flow
rates and was of greater magnitude.

3. Velocities averaged in time across the blade passage
were used to evaluate the contribution by the
momentum fluxes to the radial thrust on the impeller.
These forces were found to be most significant near
the design point and equal to 40% of the pressure

induced component. At 40% of design flow the
momentum contribution was negligible.

4. At low flow rates the pressure induced radial force
for the double volute configuration was approx-
imately 50% of the force for the single volute pump.

5. Efficiency of the double volute pump, when
compared to the single volute configuration, showed
increased efficiency for flow rates approximately
below 55% of design flow, and decreased efficiency
at higher flow rates. At high flow rates the decreased
performance of the double volutes was attributed to
increased boundary layer friction. At lower flow rates
the increased performance was attributed to better
control of the recirculation regions.

6. Volute losses are seen to increase by a factor of 3 as
the flow rate is decreased from 100% to 40% flow for
the double volute pump. The volute loss at design
flow is about 40% of the single volute loss.

7. The local slip factor was seen to be symmetric around
the impeller periphery. The average slip factor was
shown to be approximately the same for the two
volute configurations at the design flow rate.

Nomenclature

A flow area
b impeller flow passage width
c absolute velocity
D impeller diameter
F force
H head
h slip factor
n normal vector

Q capacity
radius

impeller width including shrouds
blade thickness

u impeller tangential velocity
w relative velocity
z number of blades
[3 blade angle
v kinematic viscosity
p density
o angular speed

Subscripts

impeller outer radius
D discharge

window number
bin position
radial component of velocity
tangential component of velocity
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